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King balloon namco

King and Balloon was produced by Namco in 1981.Namco has released 303 different machines in our database under this trade name, starting in 1978.Other machines manufactured by Namco at the time the king and balloon were made include Clay Champ, Galaga, Tank Battalion, Batting Chance, New Rally-X, Navarone, Bomb Bee, Puck Man, Cutie Q, and SOS. You control a
cane that shoots at platoons of descending hot air balloons. You must protect the king and prevent him from being captured and not taken far into the sky by one of the balloons. King and Balloon - KLOV/IAM 5 Points User score: 3.93 (1 vote) Personal Impressions Score: 3.60 Overall 'Like': 4.00 Fun (Social): 4.00 Fun (Solo): 4.00 Collector Desire: 4.00 2.00 Technical
Impressions Score: 4.25 Gameplay: 4.00 Graphics: 5.00 Originality: 4.00 Sound/Music: 4.00Personal impressions and technical impressions represent half of the total score. In the Personal View category, likes are slightly more weighted than other factors. Sign in and value this game! HacksSnowy Day King &amp; Balloon - Has a Christmas theme. VAPS Arcade/Coin-Op King
And Balloon CensusExe is an 11,304 member of the Video Arcade Preservation Society/Vintage Arcade Preservation Society, 9,004 who participate in our arcade census project of games owned, wanted, or for sale. Census data currently includes 151,175 machines (6,502 unique titles). Unusual - There are 8 known instances of this machine owned by king and balloon collectors
who are active members. Of these, 5 are original dedicated machines and 3 of them are printed circuit boards that the collector could insert into the general case if necessary. For sale - There is one active VAPS member with king and balloon machine for sale. Wanted - There are 5 active members of the VAPS currently looking for a king and a balloon. This game ranks 4 on a
scale of 100 (100 = most commonly seen, 1 = least common) in popularity based on census ownership records. This game ranks 8 on a scale of 100 (100 = most commonly wanted, 1 = least common) in popularity based on the addition of wanting a list of records. Rarity and popularity independently are not necessarily indications of value. [More information] TechnicalHra uses two
Z80 microprocessors. The first Z80 runs hardware that is basically the same as galaxian, but without starfield generator. The second Z80 directs DAC to produce simple digitized speech (Help, Thank You, Bye Bye). ManualsManual 16 pages, 1.7 MB file. Photo-Finder® (books) Contribute eBay ListingClick search eBay for king and balloon video game machines and related items.
Click to search eBay for machines and parts made by Namco.Check out the IAM/KLOV report on the hottest coin-op machine auctions, powered by Ace.com. Photo contributed by: Robxf Click here to contribute another picture. Game Title: King and Balloon Genre: Shooter Rarity Loose: Common, Unusual, Rare, Extremly Rare, Homebrew, Reproduction, Prototype Rarities
Complete In Box: Common, Unusual, Rare, Extremly Homebrew, reproduction, prototype value traded from approximately: 50 to xxx US$ Arcade Related: Yes The year of its original version: October 1980 Initially © and license: Namco Ltd., Game Plan Inc. Based or similar on: MSX King &amp; Balloon Original Programmer and/or Designer: Unknown, Namco Original SFX
Programmer: Unknown, Namco ColecoVision Game Programmed: Namco Ltd., Eduardo Mello, Opcode Games ColecoVision GFX Programmed by: Namco Ltd., Eduardo Mello ColecoVision SFX Programmed: Namco Ltd., Eduardo Mello Audio Output: SN 76489AN / AY-3-8910A / WSG 7264 / Compatible different colors compared to the original, in this case MSX version: No
extended color palette Except 16 ColecoVision: No screenshots provided and edited: ColecoVision.dk, ColecoVision.dk This platform: ColecoVision &amp; ADAM Family Computer and other compatible systems Other versions besides this : Arcade, MSX, Nintendo, PSX Working on the following compatible hardware systems: ColecoVision, Bit 90, Onyx, SpliceVision, Dina,
Phoenix VGS, HB Vision is working on the following compatible hardware systems with expansion : SpectraVideo 318, Laser 2001, Salora Manager works on the following compatible emulators: ColEM, CoolCV, BlueMSX, Meka, Mess ColecoVision PCB Size, Type and Producer: 32kb., Version 1.0, Harvey deKleine ColecoVision Product #: No freely available digital download
possible: Yes, sound test or ringtone Possible: Not at this time ColecoVision cartridges #, case and producer: None, Black American Style, Moldex Canada ColecoVision Label Art and Art Design by: Tentacle Master Chu, Luc Miron ColecoVision Manual Layout and Design by: Dale Crum, Luc Miron ColecoVision Manual # and Manufacturer: Revision 1.0, Canada ColeVision Box
Art and Design by: Tentacle Master Chu , Luc Miron ColecoVision Box # and manufacturer: None, Oliver Puschatzki, Germany Number of players: 1 Required: ColecoVision, Phoenix VGS or any other compatible system + compatible controller + (Super Game Module) Overlay : No Publisher and Year: Team Pixelboy, February 2018 ColecoVision.dk Games #: 165 Purchased:
March 20, 2018 Arrived: April 13, 2018 High Score/ Save Game Features: Yes/No Pause Feature: Yes, press: More on Wikipedia regarding this version of ColecoVision: No Released by Namco in the Summer of 1980, King &amp; Balloon is shooting em up in the spirit of Galaxian, but trades in space theme for pseudo-medieval settings. In the game, the player controls two green
men who carry the cannon as they defend the king under them from hijacking the balloons above, which keep the invasion to the bottom of the screen while shooting projectiles. Once all the balloons are shot down, the game moves to the next level. One thing that makes King &amp; Balloon unique is that you don't lose your life when hit. Rather, you will refresh yourself again and
keep playing. The only way to lose your life is to let the king be kidnapped. Another interesting mechanic of the note is that the balloons stop attacking and falling One will catch the king, and they will keep calm until the king is back on earth. This creates a risk versus reward mechanic and entices you to let the balloon carry the king high enough so you can take more balloons,
then save the king just in time. King &amp; Balloon was also one of the first games to have speech synthesis, and still holds up better than most current or even later examples. The King says Help! when he was kidnapped, Thank you! when saved, and bye bye!, when he leaves the screen. There are actually different voices for the game in Japan and the American version, with a
Japanese version with a slight Japanese accent. Despite interesting tricks, King &amp; Balloon feels cheap in some key areas. Many sounds are reused from galaxian, including the hum of balloons and cannon shots. The graphic, while understandable, still has some odd color options. The king, with his red eyes, black face and yellow body, looks more like some evil robot.
Balloons also have fewer details than Galaxy aliens, so they feel like a step down. Using grey for one of the balloons, but the blues for the castle is also a bit bizarre. Like Galaxian, the game repeats itself after 48 levels. In 1984, King &amp; Balloon received a port for the original MSX. Most of the game translates faithfully, except for votes. Now the king's words appear on the
screen as text. The game was also available for PlayStation at Namco Museum Encore, PSP at Namco Museum Battle Collection (which is the first time the console port of this game has ever reached the states), the Xbox 360 at the Namco Museum Virtual Arcade, and the Wii at the Namco Museum MegaMix. While King &amp;amp; Balloon is definitely not namco's best fixed
shooter and has some special design choices, it's still a nice experience with some interesting tricks and definitely worth checking out. King later appeared as a cameo in the Super Smash Bros. series. Pac-Man, representing Bandai Namco, mocks it by pulling out a random Namco character named Namco Roulette. The king comes out and says thank you! For unknown reasons,
it's only in version 3DS Super Smash Bros. (Screenshot provided by Nintendo Everything.) Screenshot ComparisonsArcadeMSX King has been kidnapped! Long live the king! As the war raged between your kingdom and the neighboring empire, you were tasked with protecting your distracted king, who had locked himself in his castle. But the enemy devised a cunning plan to
kidnap the king using hot air balloons! You must knock down swooping enemy balloons with an arrow catapult to prevent them from landing in the castle courtyard. Look for falling projectiles that will ban your catapult upon contact, and make it possible for the enemy to fly away with the king! In March 2015, Eduardo Mello contacted me and offered to transfer all the 32K MSX
games I wanted in an effort to raise money for my projects. I above what was available, and I chose several titles, including King &amp; Balloon. Port ColecoVision was completed at the end of April. The Pixelboy team is proud to participate in the effort to provide more games for the owners of the Super Opcode game module! This game was completed and released in 2017.
TEAM PARTICIPANTS Eduardo Mello : Software port and beta-testing Brad Dillon : Software beta-testing Luc Miron : Box design, game manual, basket label, software beta-testing Tentacles Master Chu: Box art Dale Crum / Doc4 : Game manual layout (www.doc4design.com) Oliver Puschatzki : Box printing service Harvey deKleine : Electronic acquisition and assembly
SPECIAL THANKS: Tobie St-Aubin, Albert Yarusso and all members of the AtariAge forum. Here is a youtube video of the MSX version of King &amp; Balloon. The ColecoVision version looks, sounds and plays just like what you see below. Below.
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